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As the American press has shone a spotlight upon alleged
Russian involvement both in the U.S. presidential election and its
aftermath, Disobedient Media has identified a number of foreign
public and private sector groups using DNC operations to peddle
influence in American politics. An investigation into a shadowy
world of shell companies and chains of influence stretching all
over the globe has revealed that Democratic propaganda figure
David Brock’s organization Shareblue appears to be a
apparent front group being used by a number of Chinese,
Middle Eastern, British, Israeli, Mexican and American special
interests to spread anti-Trump and anti-democratic rhetoric both
during the presidential election as well as in its aftermath.

David Brock is a one-time Republican turned Democrat operative
once labeled by Time Magazine as one of the most influential
players in the DNC. Brock has a long history working for the
Democrat Party in media promotion and propaganda, starting
with his organization Media Matters. During the 2016 U.S.
presidential election, Brock ran the group Correct the Record,
which paid an army of online trolls to “harass, censor Trump
supporters and spread their own propaganda” across various
forums and social media outlets online. In the aftermath of the
election, Brock has returned to continue to fight an information
war online, armed a $40 million budget and a renewed will to
resist President Donald Trump. The group, Shareblue, continues
the same tactics used by Brock’s past organizations and has
been criticized by fellow Democrats as harming more than
helping due to its reliance upon online harassment and
censorship. An investigation into the corporate paper trail
behind Shareblue reveals what is likely the true reason for
concern among DNC members: Shareblue appears to be
supported by a raft of foreign interests in China, Britain, Israel
and various Middle Eastern entities to interfere in American
politics.

I. Shareblue’s Parent Company Is
Partially Owned By Group With Ties
To Chinese Tycoon Ke Xiping And
The Chinese Government
Shareblue’s website was registered by their Chief Operating
Officer Joshua Nerpel on behalf of True Blue Media LLC. True
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